"UNIVERSITY MARK" TWO PLACES 5 3/4" HIGH X 4 3/8" WIDE WHITE ON "ILLINI ORANGE" BACKGROUND (SEE O&M SIGN SHOP FOR COLOR SPEC'S)

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

LINCOLN HALL

123 Wright Street

12" WIDE CONCRETE BAND BELOW SIGN IN LAWN AREAS.

*PRESSURE SENSITIVE, VINYL REFLECTIVE LETTER COLOR - WHITE. TYPE- OPTMA REGULAR.

CONCRETE FOOTING

ALUMINUM BOX FRAME. COLOR DARK BRONZE #313
ALUMINUM PANEL DARK BRONZE #313

3" LETTERS*

1 1/2" LETTERS*

2 1/4" LETTERS*

HEADER PANEL "ILLINI BLUE" BACKGROUND (SEE O&M SIGN SHOP FOR COLOR SPEC'S)